SCHOOL NEWSLETTER - AUGUST 2019

***************************************
We have two new teachers who have joined us this year.
NISHA SUNDAR
I’m Nisha, born and brought up in Bangalore, a law graduate by education. I love to teach kids and be
with them. I believe that one can learn more from children. I have worked at Euro kids for 4years. I
always drawn toward paints and art is my hobby. I love to bake cakes and cookies and also love to
teach baking and enjoy the science behind it.

THILAGAVATHY KRISHNAN
“Real learning comes about when the competitive spirit has ceased.” -J Krishnamurthi
Buddhi’s motto is “the child as an individual.” The school takes its motto seriously. I was surprised to
observe that each child was indeed engaged with as an individual. This irrespective of the child’s age,
ability and needs.
I am happy to be part of the Buddhi environment. It activates the child in me. A child that would have
thrived in this environment.
I look forward to cultivate a spirit of inquiry in Buddhi’s little ones. When a child understands and applies
concepts, a teacher’s effort is rewarded.

NIKILA KRISHNAMURTHY
Hi I'm Nikila Krishnamurthy & I am from Bengaluru and recently joined the Buddhi family. I am a Travel &
Tourism Management graduate from Bengaluru University with a work experience of around 10 years in
the Travel Trade. Motherhood made me decide to change my profession to teaching and I chose to become
a pre-school teacher. Early childhood learning fascinates me because at this age, children learn best when
they are playing and having fun. Pre-school teachers get to create entertaining, engaging & creative
classrooms that promote holistic learning and development of the whole chid (social, cognitive &
emotional). Hence I chose this field to enjoy bringing about unstructured and natural learning experiences
for young children everyday. I'm looking forward eagerly to my time at Buddhi.
HELPING HANDS
As you know we have a dedicated team working in the background to ensure everyone at Buddhi are
well fed and cared for, and we absolutely cannot work effectively without their help. Our kitchen staff
work tirelessly to cook up delicious meals, always hoping that children enjoy and appreciate what they
have made with love. Their biggest reward and happiness are when they see the large serving dishes
empty! Our house keeping staff is always there to keep the premises clean – sweeping, swopping,
dusting, helping children change, and even comforting them when hurt or sick. Our young children
may well be able to play and learn independently, but they cannot manage without their aunties!
Our security staff have an important role to play too, and they are ever present keeping the children
safe by ensuring nobody runs out of the gate, everybody safely boards the buses and helping direct
the traffic when parents come to pick and drop their child/children.
We welcomed three new members into our team this year. Mamata and Kamini who are there to
open the school doors for us every morning and help clean classrooms, always there with a smile on
their faces, and ever ready to help anyone when needed.
Alumelamma, has joined our kitchen team to help in cooking.

BUDDHI ANNUAL ATHLETIC MEET -8TH FEBRUARY
Buddhi Annual Athletic Meet – 2019 was held at XLR – 8 Ground on 8th February 2019, and as always it had the children and
students participating to win and with great sporting spirit. The highlight of this event was the introduction of the 200 meter race
for senior athletes, on the newly laid tracks at this venue. The event was also organised along the lines of formal athletic meets,
with medals awarded right after each event. Our athletes were thrilled by this and many were galvanised to perform better in
multiple events they participated in succession.
Parents, guests and trustees were welcomed by Ms. Rupa, the Meet anchor, who also compered the entire event very efficiently
and ensured nobody missed anything. Needless to say all the races and activities were super successful and thoroughly enjoyed
by participants and spectators!
The day saw athletes participating in the following events.
80 meter run (juniors)
100 meter run (seniors)
200 meter run (seniors)
Shot-put (seniors)
Medicine ball & Soft Ball distance throw (juniors)
German Relay (juniors & seniors)
Baton Relay (juniors & seniors)

As always, everyone was a winner as each child and student was encouraged to perform to their best and cheered to beat
their own time. From all this effort, emerged the medallists, who proudly accepted their medals while every other athlete
graciously and sportingly applauded their efforts. For parents and teachers, it was a proud moment to see talent and
sportsmanship on display by each and every child and student!
And here are our medallists.
Senior Boys: Abhay got 3 Gold and 2 Silver, Advay got 2 Gold and 2 Silver.
Senior (Middle School) Girls: Yashodara got 5 Gold, Eeksha got 1 gold, 3 silver and 1 Bronze.
Senior (High School) Girls: Rhea.K. got 3 Gold and 2 Silver, Nayantara got 2 Silver and 2 Bronze.
Junior Boys: Aarav got 2 Gold and 3 Silver, Aahaan got 3 Gold and 1 Silver.
Junior Girls: Devyani got 2 Gold, 1 Silver and 1 Bronze, Zara got 2 gold 2 Silver and 1 Bronze.
Sub junior Girls: Ikatara got 5 Gold, Smruthi got 4 silver and Bahar got 3 Bronze Medals.
Sub Junior Boys Group-1: Rafa got 2 gold, 2 Silver and 1 Bronze, Eshan got 2 gold, 2 Silver and Rayan got 3 Bronze and 1
Silver Medals.
Sub Junior Group-2: Rajasimha got 4 Gold and 1 Silver, Soham got 4 Silver & 1 Gold.
Sub Junior Group-3: Ayaan got 5 Gold, Amudhan 1 gold, 1 silver and 2 Bronze and Tavish 1 Gold, 2 Silver and 1 Bronze.
Last but not the least this time we had three GOLDEN athletes who stole the show and maintained a winning streak in all their
events.
Sub junior athlete Ayaan, junior athlete Iktara and senior athlete Yashodhara secured 5 GOLD MEDALS each and emerged
Champions of this meet. Congratulations!

SCIENCE FEST –
27TH FEBRUARY TO 1ST MARCH

Science is not a heartless pursuit of objective information; it is a creative human activity. - STEPHEN JAY GOULD
Ever wondered what children would do if they are bombarded with knowledge without giving them an opportunity to explore its
practical use, challenge their thinking by testing this knowledge and unleash their creative instincts in working with their
discoveries? The focus of this year’s Science Fair at Buddhi for the students of Primary, Middle and High School was as much for
this as it was to celebrate their learning and personal discoveries in Science during the past year. Needless to say, there was much
fun and excitement at the 3 day event held from 27th Feb to 1st March 2019, when the entire Buddhi community came together
to celebrate Science!

The actual work began well before the event and the children and students were actively learning and preparing their displays and
demonstrations throughout this time. The preparation for the event commenced in March this year and the school was abuzz with
students in prep mode for quizzes, charts, live experiments, science & technology challenges, etc. Focus of this learning platform
was to cut across different levels and ages. This year too, students took the lead and teachers helped. It was a wonderful sight as
we could see the enthusiasm among the students for such events. Students of Middle school prepared displays of science facts
along with showcasing the scientific process that they had gone through, by way of hypothesizing, experimenting and concluding.

The bulletin boards in primary school exhibited cross-curricular activities where science was integrated into the Inquiry and
Discovery based learning programs as well as Math, English and Art. Live experiments were one of the highlights of this festival and
middle & secondary students with the help of their teachers were busy preparing for them. They were super excited about
demonstrating their experiments and trialed these until they were ready to prove their theories to a live audience! They spent a lot
of time and effort preparing supporting posters for their experiments for helping explain their theories. Primary school was not far
behind and the teachers worked hard to put forward the best possible activities for our young learners to have fun and learn with
during the event.

Digital invitations were expertly made by our middlers and sent out to parents and other guests.

When the big day arrived the entire school was buzzing with scientific fervour and visitors, parents and students alike had a
wonderful time. Over the next three days, everyone was kept busy and entertained with a huge line up of activities and displays,
that showcased all that our students and children had learnt in their journey with Science! Here are the details.

JUNIOR SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
The festival for juniors in Primary school started with a Treasure Hunt, that was
organized and conducted by the middlers. Designed along the lines of the Amazing
Race, it had different challenges to take up such as imitating dance movements,
testing their senses through taste, smell and touch, constructing a boat out of
blocks and building a 3D model with toothpicks and clay. Showing good teamwork
and swiftness, the team of Kiasha, Nirvann and Vedaant were the first to complete
the race.
Activity centres were set up for primary children, parents and other guests to
construct, explore and experiment with varied materials and processes. All of these
were planned and created to bring about Science appreciation through a handson, application and discovery led process.

The Construction Centre had indigenous
resources such as playdough, cardboard
boxes, straws, pegs, barbecue sticks,
popsicles, thermocol balls and so on to
allow our young learners’ creative and
innovative skills to go wild as they created
and constructed whatever they wanted to.
Teachers & parents then interacted with
them to learn what these little minds had
figured out!

The Exploration Centre came alive with children dropping in to explore and
experiment with different items of daily living. It had opportunities for all age
groups - to experiment with food colour, salt, detergent, cornflour, vegetable oil
and more. It also had a sink and float tub for children to discover what sinks and
what floats. High schoolers enthusiastically participated and demonstrated ways
to make slime and density columns to junior students, who were delighted with
this impromptu lesson and went on to make improvisations. The exploration
centre was a big hit not least because it allowed children to go all messy and
hands on!

Science begins in the kitchen! We all know that and so our Kitchen Science Centre was hugely popular with activities designed for
all ages. Seniors were challenged with making caramel and use it to make caramel popcorn. This provided them live learning on
the scientific principles of sugar caramelisation. They observed the changes occurring to sugar crystals and understood the
significant role of temperature in bringing in the right cooler & flavour, for the caramel got bitter in their first attempt.
Notwithstanding the taste, the popcorns was devoured nevertheless! Another challenge was to make chocolate designs with
melted dark and milk chocolate - again giving them a chance to experience properties of liquid and how consistency is critical in
successful cooking! Everyone including the teachers tried their hand at piping chocolate...what beautiful designs the kids made
and all ready to eat!! Colourful badges were handed out in appreciation for their participation. The excitement continued with
other experiments and challenges like Invisible Ink, Egg Separator - separating egg yolks and whites and beating the whites to
maximum stiffness.

Our primary students dressed
themselves up in various
costumes related to science –
Einstein,
tree,
amoeba,
rocket, nature… Each of them
uniquely dressed and were all
enthusiastic to show off their
costume. The parents were
asked to guess what they
were dressed as.

Some of the pictures
of
the
primary
display boards and
instruments
the
primary
children
made.


We had a mini quiz table for the primary, with our quiz master,
Ms Uma checking how good the children’s observational and
retention skills are. It was fascinating and quite clear that the
children were better than most adults who tried it. The children
kept coming back for more to challenge and beat their previous
score.
We had a Little Einstein
photo booth at the
entrance of the school,
where all children from
our very small toddlers
to the middle and high
school students took a
picture.

The festival ended on a high note for our juniors. They presented a short mime on
Tornadoes, which was a part of their learning in their recently concluded Inquiry
module on Weather. The children designed all the props, the narration and a short
poem for their mime with the help of their teachers and everyone thoroughly
enjoyed their performance.

SENIOR SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
Static Displays:
Science Lab: All equipment and relevant models which students of middle and high school use for their lab activities were up on
display during these three days. In addition to a guided tour of this display, parents and visitors thoroughly enjoyed exploring
details of “the cell”, both plant and animal on the school microscope.

Farm To Plate: 'Sustainable Living’, which was the theme
for middle school projects last year was exhibited and
students made a movie and a model to explain this and
their work around it. →

Dr Albert Einstein: “Education is what remains after
one has forgotten what one has learned in school”
said the famous scientist Albert Einstein. Students
made the Albert Einstein booth in memory of this
great scientist as a symbolic representation of the
science fest.

My Favourite Scientist: Each student of senior school researched
information about history’s famous scientists and chose the one
closest to their heart and imagination. Picking the one or two
things that appealed to them about their chosen scientist they
created a mural to depict the collective thoughts on this aspect.

Science in Art or Art in Science?:
Students of middle school made
big cutouts of the human body
in motion using their creative
instincts and produced it as art
using ecofriendly paints and
other materials. Interestingly,
the children of primary and
preschool
enthusiastically
posed as models for this
activity!

Information Communication Techonology:
This very new branch of science and technology is a
popular and active learning area for our senior students,
and game apps, Logo displays and movies were
developed and presented during the event. Flappy bird,
a gaming app was developed by a high school student
using the Java coding program. Everyone had a good time
playing to score with this game.
MSW Logo, a programming language was used by middle
school students to create different software objects and
were displayed on board.
1. Microscopic Bacteria
2. Galaxy Around us.
3. Formation of Molecules
4. Source of Light ‘The Sun’
5. Eclipse Flash
6. Rocket Launching
7. Tree on Board
Middlers along with senior Primary students also made
movie on Flight showing the science behind planes and
their uses.

Brain Challenges: These were another highlight of the event and had the students stretching their minds
to compete and complete every challenge on offer.
The Lumosity Challenge required the students to complete brain training games in record time, where
their memory, concentration, focus, retention, recall and vocabulary were tested through challenging
word, logic and math games.
Science and Technology Challenges students of High School made some interesting challenges on
Science and Technology had visitors and students engrossed and determined to complete and prove the
scientific theories therein. Some of these like Rubber launcher, Slime launcher, Moving Ball in water,
Paper Cup Pyramid etc. were highly appreciated.
Memory game: This was a hugely popular game across the school and all students played it multiple
times to improve their scores, which were put up as a running display throughout the event, and which
goaded them to keep trying!
Carve n Create Challenge : To bring a different flavour to the day, a Fruit Carving challenge saw our
students enthusiastically cut & carve out fruits of varied kinds. Taking their cues from video clips and
using their own creative instincts, students worked alone or in pairs and produced beautiful designs
applying important skills like fine motor dexterity, knowledge & experience about fruits, following
instructions, etc. End result - a beautiful array of carved creations that paralleled any star rated buffet
table!
Quiz Time!
A quiz on Science was conducted by high school students and everyone was invited to participate. Our
middlers and several visitors took on this activity with great enthusiasm and showed their scientific
mettle in an exciting session of challenging questions.

Live Experiments
A big highlight of this event were the live experiments on the principles of Nature
by our senior school students. Hours of preparation and trials had prepared them
very well and all of the experiments were demonstrated amid much nervous
excitement. Parents and visitors watched the following experiments with great
anticipation and were not disappointed with the results!
Middle School Experiments
● Refractive Index Demonstration – Aryan Vinil
● Rocket Science – Yashodhara, Anvita, Maya and Ishita
● Electricity generation using coke and fans – Athrav,Kanchan and Eeksha
● Spider race – Devang and Jaisimha
● Exploding rainbow – Neelanjana, Kanchan and Eeksha
● Bending beam of laser with - Manav
High School Experiments
● Metal Detector – Giri Vardhan, Rhea and Priyanka
● Bottle launcher – Astha and Priyanaka
● LED Lamp – Aastha, Priyanka and Giri Vardhan
● Pen Launcher – Aastha, Priyanaka
● Balloon and Orange Juice – Aastha, Priyanka and Perena
● Slime making – Aastha, Priyanak and Rhea
● Submarine – Girivardhan and Perena
It was a highly interactive time between our scientists and visitors as the
demonstrations generated a lot of questions & discussions about the science
behind the experiments. A great success indeed!
The students added an interesting touch to the entire event by coming dressed

On the last day, prizes were distributed for all the events that were held.

Learning to Fly with Kites:
The Buddhi Science Fest came to a close for our seniors with a very interesting activity
on kite flying. The four forces that affect flight (i.e. Lift, Weight, Drag, and Thrust) were
successfully demonstrated to our senior school students in this activity. Starting with
a video on kite making, the students were soon engrossed in building their individual
kites, which they then tried flying amid great excitement and fun! Discussing their
experiences led them all to understand the principles of flight are universal and affect
airplanes and all flying objects similarly. A round of applause followed for those
students whose kites successfully attained flight and they were declared the best pilots
of the day!

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY AT BUDDHI –
8TH MARCH

Gloria Steinem, world-renowned feminist, journalist and
activist once explained "The story of women's struggle for equality
belongs to no single feminist nor to any one organization but to
the collective efforts of all who care about human rights."
International Women's Day (March 8) is a global day celebrating
the social, economic, cultural and political achievements of
women. The day also marks a call to action for accelerating gender
parity.
Here at Buddhi, all the teachers decided to celebrate womanhood
by wearing pink. We teachers feel blessed that our parents
brought us into this world and gave us equal opportunity and the
confidence and strength to stand up on our two feet and to face
any challenge or crises in life. All of us have pledged to make a
difference in each of our students’ lives by instilling good values,
giving each child equal opportunity and helping them learn to
respect each other.

FUTURE OF WORK – WORKSHOP FOR PARENTS -16TH MARCH
Buddhi held a workshop for parents on Mar 16th, 2019 called ‘Future of Work’ conducted by Ms. Maala Martina, Career
Guidance Counsellor, and CEO of I love Mondays focusing on educating and building awareness about Yellow Collar Careers.
The session was organized as an interactive workshop to educate the Buddhi Parent community on the Future of Work and
its changing needs. The workshop was extremely interactive and brought forth a sharing of ideas, thoughts and concerns,
exactly as it was intended to. Parents were engaged throughout and could relate very well to the realities of the present
workspace and were all in agreement of what the future held. Some of the highlights of this session included
- What is the Future of work?
- How is it different from what we see now?
- Top attitudes and skills needed to be in the FOW
- How education is changing to suit the FOW
- Education boards and their differences
- Myths of studying in IGCSE or NIOS

Guest speakers from Pegasus Foundation (parent Trust of Buddhi) were invited as well and they shared some interesting
facts and figures from the Indian Corporate and higher eduction space work space, and the trends observed and insights
gained from their work there.
Interestingly, all parents agreed that educating the ‘whole child’ was what was needed and the only way our present school
children can be prepared for the Future of Work.

WORKSHOP ON POWER OF VISUALIZATION BY MEERA RAGHAVAN –
25th May 2019
Meera Raghavan is a visiting faculty at Buddhi, who conducts math classes called Missing Links which encourages children to
uncover the really big ideas and to think mathematically’. She encourages students to explore, question, work systematically,
visualize, notice patterns, justify, explain and prove – all this at the heart of ‘mathematical thinking’, which is required in any walk
of life.
Meera Raghavan has been a teacher and coach over 34years. She is passionate about math and science. Her mission I to excite
students about mathematics and help every child who leaves school think mathematically.
Some of our non-math teaching staff had the privilege to attend this workshop to get a feel of how math should be taught to
children. We learnt how to use snap cubes, paper cups and other math material to solve and understand the basic operations in
math – addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. She is firm about how one must teach children using concrete material to
work with and then move on to abstract, so that soon they automatically visualize and connect to solve problems. It was truly an
intriguing, inspiring and informative session. It gave the teachers an understanding of how manipulatives can be used and taught
to enhance and upgrade our math skills. It was a truly intensive workshop, a whole lot of ideas packed into 4 hours.

Neelanjana secures first place in under 12 in chess which was held in Bangalore in Malleshwaram by “Rainbow kids “, in which
there were 40 children who participated. She also won 3rd place in under 12 category conducted by the Bangalore North Chess
Forum held on the 21st of July.

Kanchan was awarded the Certificate of Achievement in recognition of outstanding sportsmanship and achievement
while participating in the NEXT-Gen (Series 1 – 2019) tennis tournament at PBI Tennis Academy, Padukone-Dravid Centre
for Sports Excellence on 10th February 2019. She also received a Certificate of Completion, when she participated in the
PBI @CSE Wimbledon 2019 Weekend tournament, which was held on 13th and 14th of July and won first place in the
Under-14 mixed doubles.

THREE LITTLE VISITORS
In the last week of July, we had 3 little visitors. We noticed kids running off from class or coming in late. The school was buzzing
with excitement with our new found visitors, three little kittens near our kitchen. Some of the older kids held them and didn’t
want to leave their side. Each of them wanted to take them home. One of our middle school student, Kanchan adopted one of
the kittens and our security guard took the other two.

Thunder, The Cat

I was in computer class when I heard the distant meows of three little
kittens. I went to checkout where they were hiding.
The second I laid eyes on little Scoffs (named by Yasho), I knew that I
would be willing to do anything to give him a home (my home).
At 9:45 Sunday morning, after a long discussion with my parents, I
brought Scoffs home. I then proceeded to renaming him Thunder.
I think Thunder enjoys his new life as a pampered little kitty cat who
brings joy to my life, I also realize that it takes a lot of sacrifice to take
care of a pet, I’ve barely slept all week!

A PEEK INTO THE RESOURCES FOR OUR EARLY LEARNING PROGRAM
Our Early Childhood Program (ages 2 to 7) is a play focused learning program and as such we collect a large number of resources
(toys & games) and materials (loose parts & art supplies) that our children play with using their imaginations and creative
instincts. Here is a peek into our resource room. We are happy to take any materials and toys that you may be able to contribute
to enrich our resources supply. Please drop them off at the school office whenever you can. Thank you!

FROM THE OFFICE
We are already at August of 2019 and as always time never weighs heavily on us. “Never a dull moment” is a phrase that
describes life at Buddhi perfectly! As we continue our hectic and exciting preparations for our upcoming musical “Aladdin”, we
would like to remind you to keep your children in good health and well fed, so they don’t fall ill and miss rehearsals. And please
remember to keep 29th August, 2019 open on your calendars for this grand event.
Implementing our active learning program in junior school is no easy task for our teachers. We need all the help we can get and
therefore we would like to invite any volunteers from our parent community to contribute some of their time to work with our
teachers. Not only will this provide much needed assistance at certain times, but will also give you a chance to understand how
our program works, and will give your children the joy of having their parent in school with them. So, if you think you can make
the time, please get in touch with us and help take this forward.
Our new outdoor stage is ready and a huge hit with our students, who are using it for play, activities and stage rehearsals. Do
come by and see it for yourself if you haven't had the chance so far. We have also started interior modifications to our junior
indoor and outdoor spaces that are underway presently and our children have started enjoying some of the new additions
already.
We are also very happy to announce the start of Cricket Coaching for our primary children. Senior primary will be coached at
XLR8 while Mr. Praveen Kumar an experienced cricketer and coach will work with the junior children in our school playground.
Last but not the least the mosquito prevention project by our middle school students is proceeding exceedingly well and they
have implemented a multi staged prevention system involving mosquito traps, larval tablets and water fogging to tackle the
mosquito problem at the school. The first stage involving mosquito traps is fully implemented and working very successfully.
Timing has been perfect too, as the monsoon just about started now. Please talk to your children about this or call the school
for more information. We would like to thank Ms. Anjana, Nayantara’s mother for taking this initiative in introducing and helping
our students through this project.

